NOTE: AFTER CONCRETE IS REPLACED, SEAL CROSS SAW CUTS WITH INJECTABLE MATERIAL BY OTHERS

DIG OUT AND EXPOSE UNDERSLAB MEMBRANE
MINIMUM OF 2" PAST SAW CUTS - APPLY A PIECE OF 650 OR PRM MEMBRANE TO CLEANED FILM SIDE OF UNDERSLAB

NOTE: AFTER CONCRETE IS REPLACED, SEAL CROSS SAW CUTS WITH INJECTABLE MATERIAL BY OTHERS

DIG OUT AND EXPOSE UNDERSLAB MEMBRANE
MINIMUM OF 2" PAST SAW CUTS - APPLY A PIECE OF 650 OR PRM MEMBRANE TO CLEANED FILM SIDE OF UNDERSLAB

APPROVED SUBSTRATES

REPLACEMENT CONCRETE

EXISTING UNDERSLAB MEMBRANE

US OUTSIDE CORNER BOOT REFERENCE AS APPLIES - US17 DETAIL

US INSIDE CORNER BOOT REFERENCE AS APPLIES - US11 DETAIL

SECTION @ SAW CUT SLAB THROUGH UNDERSLAB MEMBRANE